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Abstract 
In this paper, we have proposed the incorporation of HOG (Histogram of Oriented Gradients) to Gait Gaussian Image for visibly 
improved results in gait recognition. This new spatial-temporal representation is called Gradient Histogram Gaussian Image 
(GHGI). It is almost similar to Gait Energy Image (GEI) but the usage of Gaussian function and further application of HOG 
considerably increases efficiency and reduces amalgamation of noise. In GEI, silhouettes are averaged and hence only edge 
information at the boundaries is preserved. Contrary to this, our concept takes the Gaussian distribution over a cycle and 
computes gradient histograms at all locations. Edge information inside the person silhouette is also preserved this way. The 
features derived from GHGI are classified using the Nearest Neighbor classifier. The supporting simulations are performed on 
OU-ISIR database A and B, commonly referred to as the Treadmill database A and B. The potency of our hypothesis is validated 
with comparative results.   
© 2015 The Authors. Published by Elsevier B.V. 
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1. Introduction 
Most image-based human identification techniques use proximity-based analysis such as finger-print sensing or iris 
biometric systems. Gait is one such feature of human entity which eliminates the need of close-kinship for exact 
results. Hence, gait analysis is a better option when human identification is needed and that too invasively. Gait 
analysis undergoes repetitive exploration after regular intervals due to ever-increasing input of people thereby 
increasing the need for security and surveillance.  This gives the research a new domain. 
Till now, gait recognition has been classified into two types depending on silhouette consideration ದ model 
dependent1,2,3 and model free4,5,6. Model based methods capture the structure or shape of the human body in motion. 
Due to the complexity involved in analysis of model based approaches, model free approaches are more widely 
used. Model free approach does not need any pre-defined model to satiate structure; it only works on binary 
silhouettes. Hence model free approach is better elevated and we incline ourselves to the model-free approach.  
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In model free approaches, gait Energy Image (GEI) 4 was considered the most productive option. Later on its 
variants and advances improved the existing results. Gait entropy image (GEnI) 5, gait probability image (GPI) 6 and 
gait gaussian image (GGI) 7 are the best examples. With more advances, Gradient Histogram Energy Image8,9 took 
over due to better results. We have introduced yet another elevation by integrating the concept of Gait Gaussian 
Image7 and Histogram of Oriented Gradients10. 
2. Related work and our contributions 
As aforesaid, gait analyses being a subject of security and tracking, several researches and conclusions have been 
attempted in this regard. Recent work in HOG10,11,12 has proved its potential. HOG has been applied on state of the 
art approaches and proved to be better than the earlier. Robertson12 has proposed HOG on gait energy image and 
Huang16 improved recognition rate for static movements by employing HOG on motion history image (MHI). We 
have proposed a model-free approach using Gait Gaussian Image7 and applying Histogram of Oriented Gradients 
and further classified the images using the Nearest Neighbor classifier.   
Taking cue from existing wands and combining our own results, we attempt to make the following contributions: 
1. Extracting features of a GGI using HOG proves to be a more potent method. This has been satiated by 
experimental results. They show a marked increase in the efficiency of the system. 
2. Nearest Neighbor Classifier being simple and effective, improves the results.  
3. Proposed framework 
3.1. Motivation 
Gait recognition can either use the individual frames or several frames over a gait cycle. We have aimed at the gait 
cycle approach due to its ability to reduce time consumption and computing complexity. The motivation of our 
analysis is: 
1. The gaussian distribution of human silhouettes over a cycle is used to evaluate the statistical domain. 
2. Gradient histogram Gaussian image (GHGI) measures the orientation and strength of gradient histogram of 
gait gaussian image. 
3.2. System Overview 
Fig. 1 shows the overview of the system. First, preprocessing of image is performed to extract region of interest. 
Then gait period is calculated to get a periodic sample from a large sequence of frames. Next, feature extraction is 
done using Gaussian membership function and histogram of oriented gradients. Finally, Nearest neighbor is used to 
classify persons. 
3.2. 1 Silhouette Extraction 
In this paper, we have used Treadmill A and B datasets13. It consists of gait silhouette sequences from side view 
with speed and clothing variations respectively. The region of interest (ROI) is to be calculated from each binary 
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Fig 2. (a) Original Image. (b) Cropped Image 
image. This is done by bounding the image in a definite box. The image is then further modulated by cropping it 
depending on size and position of the box it is bound in. Next, the ROI is centralized and normalized and then scaled 
into uniform size of 128x88 as shown in Fig 2. The left image represents original image. The right one represents 
the cropped image.  
3.2.2 Gait Period Extraction 
The gait period can be defined as the number of images in one gait cycle. Since we follow the period based analysis, 
this is one of the bottleneck of our process. Only the lower half image is sufficient to carry forward the most critical 
information and hence is used for calculating gait cycle. The count of foreground pixels is used as a comparator. It is 
high when the legs are farthest apart as compared to when the legs are almost coincidental. Hence the count of each,  
helps to create a periodical signal represented by Fig 3. The number of foreground pixels for each individual frame 
is depicted by the graph. Every second peak in three peaks is ignored for gait period estimation. 
3.2.3. Feature extraction 
3.2.3.1 Gait Gaussian image: 
Our proposed feature extraction technique uses gait gaussian image (GGI) 7. It involves the application of Gaussian 
membership features. Gaussian features are extracted for each pixel of the image over a complete gait cycle. If there 
are N number of frames in one gait cycle, then one pixel taken correspondingly from each individual frame(x1, 
x2…., xN) contributes to a total of N number of pixels in a vector as shown in Fig 4. This vector is combined using 
Gaussian Membership Function14. Mean and variance of the vector are exploited for this. Gaussian membership 
function μi(x) can be defined as follows:  
                                                    (1) 
 
                                             
Fig. 3. Variations of foreground pixels over individual frames      Fig. 4. Rearrangement of frames over a gait cycle for feature extraction 
 
Where xi represents the respective pixel of ith frame,  represents the mean and σ represents the standard deviation 
of the pixel vector. The calculated membership function value is multiplied with its corresponding pixel value, 
which results in a parameter ai, shown in (2). 
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         (2) 
This parameter ai is averaged over a complete gait cycle, as shown in (3). 
, where j=1, 2, 3ಹಹ11264.      (3) 
In this way, 11264(128x88) gait Gaussian features are calculated over a gait cycle, which makes a single image.  
3.2.3.2 Gradient histogram Gaussian Image (GHGI): 
 The method employed is aimed at capturing edge information inside the person’s gait gaussian image. This is done 
by calculating normalized histograms. Since the local distribution of gradients and edge parameters form a more 
accurate and less complex way of consideration, they are chosen over individual gradients and edge parameters. The 
following steps are performed on gait gaussian image (GGI) (figure 5(a)) to get gradient histogram gaussian image 
(GHGI). 
1. Compute Horizontal and Vertical gradient components Ix and Iy of GGI of  size 128x88.  
2. Compute resultant magnitude and orientation of the gradients where  and 
 (figure 5 (b) & 5 (d)). 
3. Split image into cells of size 8x8. Four neighboring cells grouped in to a block (size 16x16).(figure 5 (c) 
and 5 (e)). 
4. In a block compute 9-bin histogram for each cell. 
5. Combined histogram of each block (containing 4 cells) turned out to represent a feature of length 9.4=36. 
6. Normalize this block feature using L1 norm, which is expressed as  . 
7. Now with an overlap of two cells in a block, total feature length comes out to be 36.150=5400.  
8. Normalize the resultant feature vector using L2 hys, where L2 hys is L2 norm plus clipping at 0.2 and 
renormalizing and L2 norm is expressed as . 
 
 The resultant features are called as gradient histogram of Gaussian image (GHGI).  
 
      
 (a)           (b)       (c)   (d)             (e) 
Fig 5 Feature extraction using HOG: (a) original GGI image (b) gradient norm (c) norm cell splitting (d) gradient orientation (e) orientation cell 
splitting 
4.  Experiments and discussions: 
4.1 Dataset 
Treadmill dataset13 A and B is used to analyze the performance of our proposed features. 
Treadmill Dataset A consists of 34 subjects having variation in speed from 2km/h to 7km/h.  We have considered 
speed variation of only 5 km/h to 7km/h in our experiment. Gallery set consists of sequences of 5km/h, whereas 
probe set consist of sequences of 5km/h, 6km/h and 7km/h.  
Treadmill dataset B has a large variation of clothing till date. It consists of 68 subjects with 32 variations in clothes. 
Training set consists of 20 subjects with different sets of clothing is used to tune the system and then gallery set 
consists of 48 subjects with one set of plain cloth. To test the system, probe set consists of same number of subjects 
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with large variation in clothing, resulted in 856 cases. 
4.2 Results and discussions 
To show the performance of our features, comparison is done on existing features GEI4 and GEnI5 using cumulative 
match characteristics (CMC). CMC is a plot of correct recognition within the top K ranks [17]. An identification 
system ranks the enrolled persons with respect to testing query. Rank-1 and rank-5 are considered the most preferred 
evaluating measures.   
 
    (a)      (b) 
 
    (c)      (d) 
Fig 6 CMC curve for (a) treadmill datset A probe set of 5km/h (b) treadmill datset A probe set of 6km/h (c) treadmill datset A probe set of 7km/h 
         (d) treadmill datset B 
Figure 6 shows the CMC (cumulative match characetristic) curve for treadmill dataset A and B. Rank 1 and Rank 5 
performance is also shown through table 1 and table 2. Bold values in tables show that GHGI performs far better 
than GEI and GEnI. In Fig 6 (a, b, c) the performance of proposed features on speed data is shown. It is observed 
that the performance of our feature does not deteriorates even with large difference in speed of gallery and probe 
dataset as ahown in fig 6(c). We have evaluated our feature on a large variation of cloth data set in fig 6(d)and we 
conclude that accuracy obtained by our feature is much better than already existing results. 
5. Conclusion 
In this paper, we have proposed a new feature combining the histogram of oriented gradients (HOG) and gait 
gaussian features (GGI), resulted in Gradient histogram of gaussian image (GHGI). It is gait period dependent 
approach, where HOG descriptors of gaussian image are extracted. By combining them, edge information inside the 
silhouette is preserved. The proposed feature is evaluated on Treadmill dataset A and B and observed results are 
really appreciating. 
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                                    Table 1 Comparison on treadmill dataset-A   Table 2 Comparison on treadmill dataset-B 
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Features Rank-1 Rank-5 
5km/h 6km/h 7km/h 5km/h 6km/h 7km/h 
GEI 79.4 64.7 29.4 94.1 82.3 47.0 
 GEnI 82.3 73.5 29.4 94.1 91.1 58.8 
GGI 88.2 70.6 41.2 100 100 73.5 
GHGI 94.1 88.2 58.8 100 100 82.3 
Features Rank-1 Rank-5 
GEI 44.2 71.2 
GEnI 47.3 75.6 
GGI 56.2 75.0 
GHGI 62.5 77.0 
